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Fata Morgana
I watch the optical phenomenon
called a mirage
inches above Armitage.
Air becomes less dense as it grows warmer
and light can change direction and speed
when it enters an area of changing density.
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5
Bluff Formation
The Idol awoke on a thin balcony,
his head wedged between a chaise longue and its pillow.
He stood, brushed his hand against his ass and thighs.
Walking through a vacant room, he felt a process unfolding.
He felt bluffs and waters around him.
The Idol entered an elevator. Things smelled oriental, he later remembers.
In the parking lot he found the gray of his rental sedan.
The island he awoke on was small, suffused with spartan chapels,
wholly encircled by what residents
(Afro-Caribbean, some British, a tendon-faced man from Sweden)
call “the main road.”
He turned right onto the main road.
The island and its adjacent two stood in the sea.

6
Munising
1
Things looked separate from afar,
angular and blue as an artifact.
People wondered about the shoes I wore.
2
I’d study semiotics
and construct a color-coded existence,
or a ballad of sorts
about how I missed out on the NBA,
before lapsing into fits over impermanence.
3
This building is filled with bamboo
and I’m sitting here thinking,
The Munising snow would guzzle bamboo, I know,
if it were just given proper space.

7
Encephalitis
Michael ran to me, tripping briefly
as a cherry tossed across
any surface you’d imagine.
So all this wet cotton now.
Michael smacked my cup of water.
It fell to my crotch,
hit the furrowed ground.
The sound was of one finally
smacking an elusive balloon.
I presently reach for the cup,
bowing with gravity’s total insistence.
I trail some droplets down my driveway.
The cup and I—we’re united,
you see—we enter the big cedar edifice.
My underwear is still dry.

8
Syllabus
I have a soft blue book with a foreign name on it,
which I sometimes stare at,
leaning against a book called Words
of an earlier publishing date
and including,
almost surreally, I thought while drunk,
the name “Margaret Pratt”
inside of the cover.
The book has never been opened
except when I received it
from Amazon.
A slick arbiter.
I expedited shipping.
When the UPS driver approached he lifted
a small celestial object from his pocket
for my dog to eat
as hair fell onto eyelids.
I have money to waste.
I told him some of the above
and he nodded too much,
like a crazy person.
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Sometime Later
The Idol was tasked with saying what there was.
The Idol said, “There is a small forest. It is dense and cold.”
See here:
I order my finger with an iron fist.
SSRIs afford me a claustrophobia.
I’m still on that perceptual question.
Where is my goddamn consciousness?
It moves shakily—proper space and all!—
facilitated by a Steadicam operator
with limbs like sovereign nations.
That person is trying her best, to be sure.
“Come back and set me into my eyes.”
She won’t listen. When I turn she nudges me.
“Prison ain’t the easiest place to think,”
a longer sound forms
some fifteen feet from my eardrum.
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I’d like to be in an Andean garage.
I’ve always wanted a cohort.
We’d meet in an Andean garage.
I want it, ideally,
to take place in Argentina or Chile.
You would lie with a paper on your chest.
You’d come to be my confidante,
which is the same thing as a confidant
except it refers to a female.
We could easily leave this cohort, you know.
Thank you for your note
about the “glassy [illegible].”
I would help with your issue, but,
given my present inoperability
coupled with this, um, foreboding sensation that’s
been shitting on my brain as of late,
I think I’ll drive to Superfresh
for some mangos and, and some ah,
some snacks (ha!) instead.
There we go.
They have a wine and liquor store
underneath the thing, too, which
I’ll probably stop by.
I don’t know.
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On a Bus in Scotland (2011)
In the Highlands
we circled Suffolk ewe.
They seemed deeply shorn,
capering across the
soaked concrete,
blue-headed.
I garnered visuals at speeds
nearing aerial fleets.
We learned of the “bog bodies,”
cradled in peat. Quite a thing.
Moss and sienna figures
passed over the glass of my iPod.
And how our guide
said “Gaelic,” his tongue like an eel
moving rhapsodically
about its cylinder.
An eel and I also
shared a brief rapport
on my twentieth birthday.1
*
On stoicism:
recall the ewe’s
trembling buttocks.

1

Adventure Aquarium, Camden, NJ; formerly the New Jersey State Aquarium.
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Mediacy
I walked through a legally condemned structure
with a man wielding a hickory-hafted felling axe.
My face contorted: un edificio con ventanas.
Vegetation projected toward the act.
A smooth closet, mulling in luxury—
it must have been doing this for years
—was split away by the axe.
I’ve moved away from the room.
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“Rolling” one’s pants into cuffs and “cuffing” one’s pants are arguably analogous but, really,
this distinction in methodology substantially influences the length of the respective pantleg, as “cuffing”—in my case, at least—involves the neat, parallel folding of the fabric in two1
successive, assiduous, businesslike ascending movements, whereas “rolling” creates—again,
in my own experience of the act—at least a 30 per cent increase in total amount of fabric
affected, for another true “cuff ” becomes inconspicuously sequestered within the preexisting folds of cotton concurrently with—or maybe some minutes after, depending on one’s
movements, et cetera—the initial bundling.

I say two because (1) with my six feet and four-point-something inches, I’ve never, as an adult, found a pair of pants—
of desirable ones, at least—whose sleeves have stacked at the ankles so much as to require—or to present themselves
as visually pleasing enough to be conducive to—more than two cuffs without looking like someone wading into a tidal
ebb; (2) this seems to be the standard by which most abide; and (3) only one cuff, while perhaps being a sufficient
adjustment in length for the wearer, fashions a repository for the somewhat rapid accrual of sand, lint, dirt, and the like,
as the creased flap acts as a shallow, incidental pocket.

1
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San Clemente
Stanton (a device) was busy japanning the table
he’d found earlier that day
on the street where a man in pastel jogs.
He was doing horribly on this japanning job.
Stanton does not come from a stock of tradesmen
and he has made little effort to rectify this.
So [clears throat], yes, Stanton was japanning
when Mom (a goblin) surprised him from behind.
And that was I think when it stopped:
that initial phase of shrouding the self.
It was the interruption from Stanton lacquering
this thing, this wooden thing, black—blackening it—
it was during this moment,
or maybe seconds after, once the brain
had worked its magic and soured him,
that their once mutually intelligible projections
became marred by how hard—
Well, I’ll stop here, now that we’ve
so clearly reached the next phase.
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